MANCA 2016
MOROCCO LAND CRUISE OUALIDIA AND THE BEAUTIFUL FLAMINGOES
When I heard that Flamingoes were wintering or migrating through Oualidia I was so excited at the
chance to find them. I quickly packed my heavy Nikon D7000 and the only lens I have an 18mm200mm. There were some doubts this would do the job but if close enough and good light all should
turn out well. There were also reports of many more birds in the salt water tidal lagoon which
stretches 10k north along the coast.
Arriving at the Atlantic Ocean beachside village I am stunned by the beauty the power of the sea, the
light and the abundant bird and sea life. This bonus made me so happy. If the elusive Flamingoes
were gone; never mind. The place is a gem.
The first attempt to find the Flamingoes was a disaster. The few tourists who make it this far off the
beaten Trip Advisor track have mostly flown north back to their jobs and their cosy EU habitat. The
young “guide” with his boat was eager to please but even more eager to fish for my dirhams.
Perhaps we should call him an “Eageret” as he spun a good yarn. Yes we could find them and yes for
a good price he would take us.
After about half an hour and moving very slowly up the lagoon, holding mid –stream so we could not
get the shore birds focused, we found nothing. He stopped the motor and tried to demand twice the
agreed price. Disgruntled he pressed on for a while. At one point he spotted a clutch of Red Storks
and exclaimed: “Flamingoes!” As if we did not know the difference. We found nothing so we
returned to the hotel. The language problems did not help. (My high school French teacher said long
ago that I would rue the day I failed to pay attention in class.) This day I did indeed.
Over the years of travel I have learned a few tricks. While I can seldom travel 5***** I often boldly
front up to these places. Sometimes you can get fantastic meals at normal prices but you almost
always get expert help. I called the famous exotic retreat “Sultana” and explained what had
happened and what I wanted. Could they help? “Of course!” came the sweet reply, in English, at the
other end of the phone. For a reasonable price their recommended man and his boat would take us
the four hours and 10 kilometers up The Lagoon leaving at about 2pm. Simon knows where to find
the flamingoes. I booked lunch for the next day at noon at the Sultana; elated at the result.
I will tease you a little and save the best for last. This blog is in three parts:
1. The Atlantic Beach,
2.Lagoon Life and
3. Finally the Flamingoes.

THE ATLANTIC BEACH
Oualidia life is centered on the Atlantic Beach and the salt water Lagoon. The crashing waves have
breached the outer cliffs. Both the sea and The Lagoon provide a lot of food for the village. The
Beach is an amazing spectacle with beautiful, wild scenes.

Traditional fish boats kedged high and dry
above the raging seas.

Fisher waits for the tide and the waves
before launching into the Atlantic. She is
powered by a large pair of oars.

If you own a boat you know there are
always repairs. Traditional caulking is in
progress

Mending the fishing nets is a daily chore.

The weather must change before they can
launch the high bowed boats.

A local man pole fishing in the dangerous
conditions.

A massive platform of mussels is ready for
picking at low tide. Keep an eye open for
the super big swells.

What wonderful fresh Atlantic fish. I think the happy young man called this big
fish a Dorado.

Locals start early with surf fishing. The
surge can be treacherous so they are safely
backed up from the dangerous waves.

The sea also attracts Moroccan tourists
plus quite a few French travelers and
French residents. The fishermen will cook
you fresh fish on tiny charcoal grills at a
very cheap price. A feed of large, sweet,
fresh sardines is about three Euros. They
will also serve up fresh clams, sea urchins
and oysters from The Lagoon.

What a wonderful location for a picnic.

The Atlantic swells bring spectacular
motion and sounds.

These large gulls seem healthy and happy
with their beach front property and a great
view.

A fearless Moroccan woman faces a massive explosion of surf.

The wave action is incredible. Here an
earlier wave crash forces the second
following wave to form a reverse curl. It is
breaking backwards!
The cliffs on the right have been breached
by the sea allowing The Lagoon to be
flooded with fresh sea water twice daily
with about three metres of water. This

Moroccan family enjoys a photo shoot. I
did not dare venture so close. Lady in
Green was drenched just moments later.

A flock of flighty Sandpipers enjoy the food
swished around by the swash and swack of
the ocean waves. They are so hard to catch
with the camera as they move so fast, dart
around at random after the jumpy sand
fleas and they are tiny; often blending in
with the sand.

This was a great shot as the Sandpipers
decided to march together up the beach to
keep their feet dry. I could track them for
once! Happy!

This pair of Sandpipers was easier to shoot. As
they moved into the light the sun caught their
little white breasts. I think they slowed down as
they could use the Gull as protection.

The Sandpipers chatter away keeping
watch for each other. If the gull took flight
the Sandpipers would be gone in a flash.

The almost fearless Yellow-legged Gull
allowed me to get much closer to the
Sandpiper. I was so happy with the focus in
this shot.

The Little Egret is a great bird to photograph. They allow you to
approach to about 50 metres and most importantly, when they are
fishing, they often stand stock still. Here I got such a positive ID
with the tell tale yellow toes contrasting with the black legs.

The very patient Little Egret shares her
ocean pond with a friendly visit from a
Ringed Plover.

I think this is a female Bar-tailed Godwit
with her slightly upturned beak.

The male turns a reddish brown so she
must be her!

The early sunlight catches the sand
etchings left behind at low tide after the
over-night surf has finished its magical
creation. The next day will bring a different
sculpture. The mussel gatherers can be
spotted upper stage right.

2. LIFE IN THE OUALIDIA LAGOON
The Lagoon has many moods. As the tide rises and falls over three metres it takes on a new shape
and activity. The massive Atlantic waves have breached the protective dunes and rocks at two places
giving the tide a chance to bring fresh ocean water which floods in at about three knots. This twice
daily surge is the life blood, the arteries, of the living Lagoon.
The bird life moves with the tides. At low tide an island forms near the village. Here hundreds of Gulls
and sea birds gather. At high tide their island refuge is swamped and they move off. At low tide there
are many shore birds to be seen feeding in The Lagoon. The clean waters also bring work for the
locals. For many years now The Lagoon has provided fresh oysters to France and the locals.

The Lagoon at low tide; looking through
the breached coastal barrier and out to The
Atlantic.

At low tide a fresh water river runs to The
Lagoon providing a free laundry site.

The Lagoon has provided the village with
fresh fish for many centuries. Oyster farms
pictured behind. At high tide the steel pens
will be covered.

A few decades ago fresh oysters were
introduced. I am told the French rate the
quality very highly.

Women sorting fresh oysters ready for
market and …me! Yum! For just a little
more than 4 Euros you get a half dozen;
fresh or baked.

The Lagoon also provides safe waters for
swimming and anchoring of small boats.

The tidal range allows work on your boat.
The care taken shows how important these
large rowing boats are to the fishers. I love
the colours in Morocco!

BIRD LIFE AND SPOTTING ON THE LAGOON.
Rising early might be good for catching the early bird but the Atlantic can throw up some misty haze
making good photographs difficult. I have tossed out dozen of shots because they are just too dull.
However here are the lucky shots.

This was late evening and misty but we
were close enough. The sand bar/island
will soon be covered. The gulls will leave
for a different roost. Swells from the ocean
penetrate the lagoon at high tide.

This is just part of a massive flock of Gulls
at sunrise.

The yellow ring around they eye tells me this is
more likely a Curlew than a Whimbrel. Free
beer if you can correct me.

Same bird but I love the dimpled waters.

Yes I know we have a Little Egret above but
this one was caught close-up with a secret
fishing trick.
Can you spot the trick? The Egret stands on
one foot ripples the water with other to
see if she can stir Little fish creatures out of
their hiding spots. Clever Little Egret!

Black Stork: of this I am pretty sure despite our first Lagoon Guide declaring it to be
(from a far off distance) --- “a Flamingo!” I read that they are carnivorous and eat
almost everything that moves although there have been few reports of them eating
shanky guides. Always hope.

What a lovely scene. Two towering Black
Storks, a pair of Cormorants and of course
a Yellow Legged Gull.

It was lucky to catch these Black Storks
before they started to move off and
presented only the rear view.

How lucky to be close enough to get a clear
photo of this Grey Heron.

At low tide, these birds are enjoying a fresh
water bath!

Oyster Catcher family with a Moroccan
farm view behind.

Beautiful Oyster Catchers in flight with
Cormorants on standby. Seagull says:
“What’s all the fuss?”.

The Oyster Catchers in flight. I like this one
for the clarity and a full description of the
Oyster Catcher markings.

Despite the fog closing in this shot gives a
great portrait of the Cormorants.

What a wonderful treat! An adult Spoonbill
caught in full flight. Fantastic! Almost sharp
enough to read the banding numbers!

So happy the Nikon shutter kept up with
this adult Spoonbill on glide path to…

…check on her Baby Spoonbill. It is also
banded. The photo gives a great view of
The Spoon! Think I will call it baby: “Tea”!

The fog is now making it almost very difficult to take photos.
I think this is a misty Red Shank. I can’t tell the difference
between this and the Spotted Red Shank. Can you?

Very low light now but enough to capture a lovely misty shot of:
The Black-Winged Stilt!

What fun to see these Coots paddling
across the try to get air-born? The fog has
now moved in so the photo, lacking colour
looked better in black and white. Not sure
but it looks like a Great White Egret behind
the Coot Frenzy. There are possibly some
Mallards ducking around or …?

3. FINALLY WILL WE FIND THE FANTASTIC FOGGY FLAMINGOES?
We enjoyed an incredible lunch of fresh fish at The Five Star Sultana retreat. Rooms are 500GBP per
night but lunch was cheap. The setting stunningly designed and operated by a Frenchman.
The incredible retreat: Sultana of Oualidia
looking west to The Lagoon and further to
the Atlantic Ocean.
Fresh fish caught locally and fresh produce
at the back door.

The lush environment of The Lagoon makes
it a paradise for the birds and this Explorer.

After the gourmet lunch Simon arrived on time and immediately I knew we were in good hands.
However as we set off the fog started to waft around. The light could be a problem.
Simon knows the Lagoon. He also knows a bird lover. Any possible chance for a shot he quietly guides
the little wooden boat for a photo op. (See above).We had another problem though. We had to make
distance of about 10 K In order to get to the Flamingoes we had to press on. But we were ahead of
the slowly rising tide. So every so often we bumped the bottom. No problem. Miles would jump out.
Push, shove or wade off into The Lagoon to find a deeper channel. After about two hours and
increasing fog we land at the head of The Lagoon. I am dispirited. It will be very difficult to get good
photos and the place was deserted muddy sheep track.
Our foggy land fall at the head of The
Lagoon. Maybe the marshes will reveal all.

But suddenly like a fairy tale come true, across the marches, are a hundred or more of The Beautiful
Flamingoes. My heart leaps with joy at the wonder of our precious beautiful world. (Am I sounding
like Tristan Shandy.?)

My first view of the Flamingoes in the Fog.
How beautiful!

We creep a little closer but they are still
well over 500 metres off. They know we
are watching but they also know they are
safe.

Just such a delight watching them preen.
Some stand well over 1.5 metres.

There are so many. This is just a partial
frame. I counted more than fifty.

This was the closest we could approach. A
stunning scene! Look at the height of the
big one behind the black and white baby!
The duckie in the grass gives you an idea of
scale.

We quietly approach another flock. First
the Mallards get nervous and flock off. The
Flamingoes also get edgy and suddenly
turn, walk off and then take flight.

What an amazing experience. Pinch me!

Such an amazing sight to catch The
Flamingoes in flight.

The flock circled over head and joined the
more distant flock. They look ungainly
when landing but their long legs save them
from a crash landing.

We can’t get any closer. There is a swamp
in the way. But I love the soft, milky colours
and textures.

Many ducks mix with The Flamingoes. The
fog rolls in. It is time to push against the
tide back to the hotel 10 K at the Atlantic
Ocean end of the Amazing Lagoon.

After an hour or more of bucking the tide
Simon drops you off on the beach just
below the hotel.

What a wonderful man!
How lucky to enjoy such a treat.
Portugal on a sunny day October 26, 2016
Terry and S/Y Manca
Credit : I managed to check some of the birds with the help of: Birds of the Algarve by Dr Manfred
Temme 2014.

